INTRODUCTION
A linear transformation of the vector space V is finitary if it fixes pointwise a subspace of finite codimension in V. Clearly all linear transformations are finitary when V has finite dimension, but for infinite dimensional V this is no longer true. An example of a group acting by linitary linear transformations on an infinite dimensional space is furnished by the alternating group Alt(Q) of all even permutations of the inlinite set 52 acting naturally on its permutation module kQ, for any field k. This paper contains several characterizations of infinite alternating groups. In each case the characterization is by properties related to those of the finitary representations of infinite alternating groups.
Using the classification of finite simple groups, several authors [ 1, 2, 8, 211 were recently able to classify all simple, periodic, finite dimensional linear groups by finding those which are infinite. We hope eventually to extend their work by finding all infinite, simple, periodic groups of finitary linear transformations. In a way which shall be made precise in (2.6) below, this classification falls naturally into three cases:
( 1) those groups which are finite dimensional; (2) those groups which look like infinite alternating groups; (3) those groups which look like infinite dimensional finitary classical groups.
As mentioned above, the first case has been completely resolved. The chief result of this paper is the slightly technical Theorem (5.1) which locates the alternating groups among the infinite, locally finite, simple groups. Using (5.1) we can in (5.2) handle the second case of the above trichotomy. At present we are only able to classify the groups which fall under (3) with 331 additional assumptions. In particular we are able to complete the classification when the underlying vector space is defined in characteristic 0. THEOREM 1. Let G be an infinite, simple, periodic group of finitary linear transformations in characteristic 0. Then G is isomorphic to an alternating group.
A theorem of Schur [17] states that a periodic group G of linear transformations of a finite dimensional vector space in characteristic 0 must be abelian-by-finite.
As infinite alternating groups have no faithful finite dimensional representations, Theorem 1 is an extension of Schur's result for simple groups. Schur's work further implies that simple sections of finite dimensional, periodic linear groups are finite. Theorem 1 is an easy consequence of (7. 3) below which also handles simple sections. As alternating groups are linitary groups in characteric 0, (7. 3) also recovers the theorem of Segal [18] on infinite simple sections of alternating groups. We should note at this point that our proof of (7. 3) and so of Theorem 1 appeals to the classification of finite simple groups. Segal's proof is elementary. (The classification is involved here only in the proofs of (2.6), (2.8), (7. 3), and Theorem 1. Even in these it is needed only in the mildly simplified form which states that there are up to isomorphism only finitely many nonabelian finite simple groups which are neither alternating nor of Lie type. ) Schur proved that a periodic linear group in finite dimension is locally finite, and we easily extend that observation to finitary linear groups in (7.1). Our main thrust is therefore toward the class of locally finite groups. The main result on locally finite simple groups, Theorem (5.1), does not require the classification of finite simple groups. K. Hickin [9] pointed out to the author that another consequence of (5.1) is the following theorem (whose proof again does not require the classification of finite simple groups). For a discussion of this result in the context of groups which cannot be enlarged by tree-limits, see Hickin's paper [9] . THEOREM 2. Let G be a group in which every countable subset lies in a subgroup isomorphic to an alternating group. Then G itself is isomorphic to an alternating group. This result can be given a model-theoretic interpretation. Theorem 2 is particularly surprising in view of the fact that rather wild locally finite groups can be written as direct limits of finite alternating groups. P. Hall's universal countable group is such an example. See [ 13, Chap. 61.
Every infinite, simple group G is a direct limit of countable simple subgroups [13, 4.43. If G = Alt(B), then by Theorem 1 each such subgroup must be countable alternating, and the subgroups Ah(d) as A ranges over all countable subsets of Q provide a set of subgroups with the desired property. Theorem 2 is a partial converse to this. If G is a countably directed limit of countable alternating subgroups, then G itself is alternating.
Perhaps motivated by P. Hall's universal countable group and related groups, it was once conjectured that every locally finite simple group is a direct limit of finite alternating groups. This is not true (see [ 151) . Indeed by (5.2) alternating groups are the only groups of finitary linear transformations which are such limits.
The initial motivation for this work was a desire to distinguish groups like Hall's group from infinite alternating groups. Each is a direct limit of finite alternating groups, but the embeddings associated with the limits are of very different types. In groups like Hall's group the support of each element and subgroup is stretched out (via regular representations) by each embedding of the limit process. In contrast, for infinite alternating groups the small finite alternating subgroups are canonically embedded at each stage of the limit process as pointwise stabilizers in larger alternating subgroups and so have fixed support throughout. One of our accomplishments here is to formalize this distinction. In (3.3) we characterize the linitary groups among locally finite simple groups as those whose elements have "bounded abstract degree." This extends Mal'cev's local characterization of finite dimensional linear groups (see [13, l.L.91) in a manner which includes the simple linitary groups.
We next discuss briefly our approach to a characteristic-free classification of the simple finitary groups which are periodic, hence locally finite. While it is not true that every infinite, locally finite, simple group G is a direct limit of finite simple subgroups (see [ 151) rather than countable such, it is true that G can be "covered by" a set of its finite simple sections in a manner discussed in detail under Section 2. Using the classification of finite simple groups we find (see (2.6) ) that this set can be restricted so that all of its members belong to one of the three following types:
(1) cyclic, sporadic, or exceptional of Lie type; (2) alternating; (3 ) classical.
The three-case classification mentioned at the outset consists of identifying each infinite, finitary, locally finite, simple group G according to the type of cover it possesses. In case (1) G must be finite dimensional linear by the theorem of Mal'cev. Such groups were completely classified by Belyaev, Borovik, Hartley, Shute, and Thomas [ 1, 2, 8, 21] , the groups concerned being the Lie type groups over inlinite, locally finite fields. In case (2) we arrive at the alternating groups using (5.1) and (5.2). Case (3) remains open; however, we do show under Section 7 that in this case there is a single, controlling, positive characteristic p for all groups and spaces con-cerned. As p # 0, this in particular completes the proof of Theorem 1. In the general classification, we attack case (3) assuming G not to be finite dimensional linear. The conclusions should then be the infinite dimensional linitary classical groups; more precisely, for some infinite dimensional V over a locally finite field of characteristic p we should find intersections of the full linitary linear group FGL( V) with the isometry group 0( V,f) forf some form on V whose type r is irreducible. For f to be irreducible, it must be non-degenerate or zero. The non-degenerate types which may occur are symplectic, unitary of positive index, or quadratic of positive index. (For the purposes of Section 3 it is worth noting that the type t of a form can be specified by a short list of first-order sentences.) The non-degenerate forms f give rise to the corresponding finitary isometry groups FO( V,j) whose derived groups are simple. The zero form f on V leads to finitary groups generalizing the special linear group in finite dimensions. As a linitary linear transformation has only finitely many eigenvalues not 1, there is a determinant function on FGL( V) whose kernel is the derived group F,SL( I'), a simple group. However, other simple groups also arise here, namely groups T( W, V) generated by transvections and studied by Cameron and Hall [4] of which FSL( V) is the special case T( V*, V).
We conclude this introduction with an outline of the paper. Under Section 2 the important technical concepts of sectional cover and abstract degree are discussed and the basic trichotomy mentioned above is proven in (2.6). Under Section 3 we show that linitary representability is essentially a local property. This uses ultrafilters, following the standard proof of Mal'cev's theorem [ 13, l.L. Appendix]. Under Section 4 we present a great deal of technical information about the generation and representation of finite alternating groups. (Some of this may be of interest in its own right.) Under Section 5 we prove the fundamental Theorem (5.1) and from it derive Theorem 2. Under Section 6 generation and representation properties for the Lie-type simple groups similar to those of Section 4 for the alternating groups are derived to the extent required for the proof of Theorem 1 given under Section 7. For a characteristic-free characterization of periodic linitary simple groups, more detail than that of Section 6 is necessary. Finally under Section 8 a precise description is given of all Iinitary representations of infinite alternating groups regardless of characteristic.
SECTIONAL COVERS AND ABSTRACT DEGREE
Let G be a locally finite group. A sectional cover of G is a set C= {(F,,N,) IAEA} such that (i) for all A E A, Fl is a finite subgroup of G and NA d F,; (ii) foreachliniteH&GthereisalE/iwithH<F,andHnNA=l.
C is a local system for G if, for all Iz E /1, Nn = 1. Clearly the set of all finite subgroups of G is a local system for G. We mildly abuse our terminology by calling Z = { FA ) 1 E n } a local system when more properly the local system is Z = ((F,, 1 An important property of sectional covers is (2. 2) Zf C is a sectional cover with C = Ur= 1 Xi, then, for some i, Ei is a sectional cover.
This follows from (2.3) (Smith's Lemma).
Let (S, < ) be a partially ordered set which has been colored with the color set J, 1 JI < K for some infinite regular cardinal K. Assume that any subset of S of cardinality less than K has an upper bound in (S, < ). Then there is a color class Si = (s E S 1 s has color i} such that any subset of S of cardinality less than K has an upper bound in Si.
Proof
Otherwise for each Jo J there is a subset Xj of cardinality less than K with Xj < y for no y E Sj. By the definition of regularity for K, lJJ A", has cardinality less than K. But then by hypothesis U,X, has an upperbound z in S and z E Si, for some i, a contradiction. (We shall use the lemma only for finite colorings of directed sets and countable colorings of countably directed sets, so the only K of interest here are No and K,.) Proof of (2.2). Give Z the partial order VA, NJ < (Fs, NJ A simpler definition would result if we restricted our attention to representations of L rather than projective representations (i.e., we might assume cgh 3 lk). But many simple groups (in particular the classical ones) have their most natural representations with respect to non-trivial factor sets c. For instance if L = PSL,(q) = SL,(q)/Z(SL,(q) ) and K is a p-subgroup of L, q =p", we want L to have abstract degree 2 (in itself) and K to have abstract degree 1 in L (as K lifts into a transvection subgroup of SL,(q)). For q odd this requires representations with non-trivial factor sets.
If the finite group G has subgroups K and L, then it is elementary to check that adeg,( K) 2 adeg,(L n K).
As a consequence we have
The equation (*) now serves as a definition of abstract degree for locally finite G. (Notice that adeg,(K) could be infinite.) For g E G, write adeg,( g) for adeg,( (8)). We call adeg,(G) the abstract degree of G and write adeg( G). 
Proof: Write adeg,(K) for the right-hand side of the equality. Then adeg,(K) is adeg,(K) where L' is the local system of all finite subgroups of G. In particular adeg,(
(2.5) Let G be locally finite. Further let H be a finite subgroup of G, and let K be a finite subgroup of (HG). If adeg,(H) < co then adeg,(K) < co.
Proof: There are g,, . . . . g,EG with K< (Hg8 1 i= 1, . . . . r). Let Z be the local system {all finite subgroups of G containing (H, g,, . . . . gl)}. Then using (2.4) we compute adeg,( K) = adeg,( K) < r . adeg,( H) < CO.
giving (2.5).
The following theorem uses the heaviest piece of machinery to be found in this paper-the classification of finite simple groups. For our present purposes, this theorem is only required under Section 7. Nevertheless it furnishes the formal motivation for studying the alternating groups in the manner we do throughout this paper. As (5.2) below demonstrates, the alternating groups occur as the second case of the basic trichotomy for classification of the simple, periodic, finitary linear groups provided by Theorem (2.6). THEOREM (2.6). Assume G is an infinite, simple, locally finite group. Let A be a simple sectional cover of G, and let m be any positive integer. Then A has a subcover C such that we have one of:
(1) adeg(G) < co; (2) for each (F, N) EC, F/N is alternating with adeg(F/N) > m; (3) for each (F, N) E C, F/N is classical with adeg(F/N) > m. Proof: By the classification of finite simple groups [7] every finite simple groups is of one of three types:
(1) exceptional of Lie type, sporadic, or cyclic; (2) alternating; ( 3 ) classical.
Every exceptional or cyclic simple group has a faithful projective representation of degree at most 248. (See [19] ). There are, up to isomorphism, only 26 sporadic simple groups. Thus in case (1) It is helpful (and not too inaccurate) to think of the abstract degree of an alternating group as its natural permutation degree (see (4.4) ) and the abstract degree of a classical group as its natural projective representation degree (see (6.2) ).
Case (1) Proof This is clearly true if G is linear, so we may assume it is not. By (2.5) there is a finite non-abelian subgroup H of G with adeg,(H) < co. By (3.2) there is a k-space V and faithful projective representation cp: G + CL(V) with dim,[V, q(H)] < co. As G is not linear dim, V= co; however, cp( H) < FGL( V). As H is non-abelian, rp( H) n FSL( V) # 1.
As cp is a projective representation, q(G) Z is a subgroup of GL( V), where Z=k.l..,.,.
Here q(G) Z/ N G is simple. Also
Therefore cp( G) Z < Z. FSL( V) = Z x FSL( V) as dim,( V) = 03. For x E G let q*(x) be the projection of q(x) into FSL( V). Then cp*: G + P'SL( V) is a representation of G, as required for the theorem.
Remarks.
(1) These results are not as strictly local in nature as the original theorem of Mal'cev. Not only do we need to know properties of individual finitely generated subgroups of G, we must also have some information about their embeddings in each other, i.e., how H sits inside of other subgroups.
(2) We have developed the material of the last two sections only to deal with the questions at hand. Some of the ideas deserve a more general context. In a companion short paper [23] the author has included the concept of abstract degree for a finite subgroup of G in that of local degree for a finitely generated subgroup of G. Theorem (3.3) is then extended to characterize simple groups of linitary linear transformations as those simple groups which contain a non-trivial element of finite local degree. In that paper the relation between the present Theorems 1 and 2 is also made more precise. It is proven that a simple group, all of whose countable subgroups have a tinitary representation in characteristic p, must itself have a faithful linitary representation in characteristic p.
GENERATION AND REPRESENTATION OF ALTERNATING GROUPS
Let Sz be a set, 1.01 2 3, and let k be any field. The permutation module ks2 for Ah(Q) has a unique submodule E(kQ) of codimension 1, the "sum zero" submodule. E(klR) is irreducible except when 1521 < co and char(k) divides 101. If E(kQ) is reducible, it has the submodule (Cwtn w) of dimension 1 with irreducible quotient. In any event we let V(kSZ) be the irreducible section of kQ of maximal dimension; it has dimension 1521 -1 or IsZl-2. We call such a V(kO) a natural module for Alt(O).
(4.1) Let k be a field, and G N Alt(B) with n= IQ1 < co. There are constants c1 and c2 such that, for n > cl, every non-trivial irreducible kG-module of degree less than c2n2 is isomorphic to V(kQ).
Proof. James [ll] . Proof This is well known. In the usual permutation representation, a proper subgroup H is one of:
(1) intransitive; (2) transitive but imprimitive; (3) primitive.
In (1) the two smallest indices are n and n(n -1)/2. In (2) H has order dividing (k!)(m!)k with km = n, k # 1 #m. In (3) a theorem of Bochert [22, 14.21 applies. Proof. This is possibly well known, although we have not been able to find complete references.
The group of (1) is isomorphic to H'(G, V(kB)) and that of (2) to H'(G, V(k0) 0 V(kQ)). For p = 0 or (p. IQ1 ) = 1 each of these is a direct factor of H'(G, ksZ @ k&I), so it suffices to prove this last group to be 0. If S is a subset of Alt(SZ), the support of S is the subset of Q of those elements moved by some element of S. The degree of S is the cardinality of its support. As we shall see in (4.8) below, the degree of a subgroup H is a good upperbound for the abstract degree of H in Alt(O). Note that as long as lQ( > 6, the degree of a subgroup H of G 'v Alt(B) is well defined without any specific choice of isomorphism. Proof. This is also well known. Let H < Alt(Q) be generated by the set of 3-cycles { ti 1 i E Z}. Define on { ti 1 i E Z} a graph T with ti and tj adjacent precisely when their supports intersect non-triviality. Let { Tj lj~ J) be the set of connected components of T. We claim that H is the direct sum of Alt(S2,) where Qj is the support of T,. Clearly H is contained in this group. We need only check that, for each 3-subset of each of the Qj, H contains a 3-cycle with support that subset. In particular we need only prove the theorem for finite Q and finite I.
Our proof is by induction on 111, the result being easy for )ZI < 2. Let I be a vertex of Tj such that T, -t is connected. By induction H induces on Qj a transitive subgroup (Alt(d), t) for some d ~52~ with lQjl -IdI equal to 1 or 2. All 3-cycles with support from Qj can now be found in Alt(d) or in subgroups (s, t) for s a 3-cycle of Alt(d), completing the proof. We outline a proof of (4.7) in seven steps. (i) There is a t, E t* with (t, tl ) having a single orbit of length not 1, and this has length ps.
( Zf n>6d2+8d+2, then das(p-1).
(2) Zf n > 6s2(p -1)2 + 8s( p -1) + 2, then adeg,"( t) = s(p -1).
Proof.
(1) Let E be a minimal supplement to N in F containing g. Then by (4.7) E is generated by at most (n/s(p -1)) + 6 conjugates of g. is finite [16] . Now by (1) we have d>s(p-1), completing (2) . Proof: Identify F with q(F). Choose E < F with g E E, F= EN, and subject to this with E minimal. Let M= En N, so that E/M N A,,.
By (4.7) E is generated by at most (n/s(p -1)) + 6 conjugates of g. The degree of E in A' is thus at most As E has a section A,,, E has an orbit A of length at least n. As n > d, we may choose 6 E A with g E Ed. By choice of E, F > E, N whence E > E6 M. .2) (Al = n, and E induces Ah(A) on A. As n > 6, g has degree din A, and so A is the only non-trivial orbit of E = ( gE) in A'. (In particular, d= d'). Thus E = Ah(A) < Alt(A').
Let H= (g"). Then H= (EF) as well and by (4.5) H is a direct product of subgroups Alt(A,), i= 1, . . . . r, which are permuted transitively by F. Also F= EN= HN and HfHn N 2: A, z AIt( for some i. Thus IAil =n, for all i, and A is one of the Ai.
By a familar exercise every normal subgroup of H is a direct product of certain of the AIt(
As H= E(Hn N) (by the modular law), Hn N must be the direct product of those AIt for Ai # A. But E = Alt(A) is disjoint from the normal subgroup N of F and so is not F-conjugate to any subgroup of N n H. We conclude that r = 1 and E = (g') = Alt(A).
Remark. Using Jordan's theorem [22, Theorem 13 .101 this can be proven without restrictions on the order of non-trivial g provided n is large enough.
SEVERAL CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE ALTERNATING GROUP
This section is devoted to a proof of the following theorem. THEOREM (5.1). Let G be an infinite, locally finite, simple group. Assume that G has a simple sectional cover C with F/N alternating for all (F, N) E C. Assume also that for some non-trivial g of G the set {degree of gN in F/N 1 g E F, (F, N) E C} is bounded. Then G N Alt(Q), for some Q.
Using (5.1). we can handle the second case of the trichotomy of (2.6) for tinitary linear groups. We proceed with a proof of Theorem (5.1). We make some initial reductions. As in (2.5) the simplicity of G shows the hypotheses of (5.1) to be true with any non-trivial element of G in place of g provided we are willing to replace Z by a suitable subcover. Thus we may assume that g has odd prime order p. Furthermore by (2.2) we may assume that, for each Let C = {(F,, N,)) 2 E A) and, for each 1 E A, set A, = (g""). Note that g has non-zero degree in F,/N,, so Fi = A, N),. Theorem (5.1) is proven in three steps. STEP 1. .Z* = {A, ( 1 E A} is a local system for G; and, for each I E A, there is a finite set Sz, and isomorphism qr: Al z Alt(SZ,).
Proof:
If-F, 2 (F,, Fs), then A, > (A,, AB), so C* is directed by containment. The subgroup u,, A, is normal in G because for any a E U,, A, andxEG,thereisaiEAwitha,xEF~.hence[a,x]EA,dU,A,.AsGis simple, G = U,, A,; so Z* is a local system for G.
For~EAchoosea~~AwithF~<FP,FknNP=1.ThenA,nN,,=1;so A, is AdA1 n N, N A, NJN,, a subgroup of FJN,, alternating of degree at least 6d2 + 8d+ 3. By (4.9) A,NJN,, is isomorphic to Alt(Q,) for some finite set Q1. STEP 2. Give A the structure of directed partially ordered set by I <p if and only if An < A,. Whenever 1< ,u let ii, be the inclusion of Al in A,. Then there is a set injection a+,: 52, + Q, such that the associated natural group injection a$ makes the following diagram commute:
Proof: Apply (4.9) again, this time with F = (gr) = A,, N= 1, cp=i~,cp,~ and A' = Q,. We obtain the isomorphism o$, = cp; lil,rp, of Alt(Q,) with a subgroup Alt(A) of Alt(!J2,). As IQR,I 2 7, this isomorphism is induced by a set isomorphism criP: 52, + A. ii." being the inclusion in Alt(Q).
We claim that G 1: Alt(Q). This can be proven in several ways, each fusing the above diagrams with those of Step 2. In the category of groups G and Alt(Q) can be realized as isomorphic direct limits l& (Al, iA,) and b,(Alt(Q"), iA"), respectively. On the other hand, G can be seen directly to induce Alt(sZ) on 52, the action being described via the maps i*(pz: A, + Alt(Q"). Simplicity of G then completes the proof of the desired isomorphism and the proof of the theorem.
A brief argument (suggested by K. Hickin) now gives Theorem 2 as an easy consequence of (5.1).
Proof of Theorem 2. Clearly we may assume G infinite (even uncountable). By hypothesis G is a union of alternating subgroups. Indeed G is a union of countable alternating subgroups as a countable subset of an alternating group has countable support. We further note that because all finite subsets of G are covered by simple, locally finite groups, G is itself simple and locally finite. Now let C = {countable alternating subgroups of G). Then subgroup containment induces on C a partial order in which countable subsets of C always have upper bounds in C. Choose 1 # ge G. We color z with the non-negative integers. H of ,Y is in the dth color class .Xd precisely when g has degree d in H. (HE C, if g 4: H.) By Smith's Lemma (2.3) some color class .ECd covers all of G. Therefore among the finite alternating subgroups of members of 2, we can find a local system for G satisfying the hypothesis of (5.1). We conclude that G is indeed alternating itself.
GENERATION AND REPRESENTATION OF CLASSICAL GROUPS
AND GROUPS OF LIE TYPE (6.1.) Let H N Q(q) be a group of Lie type, q = pa. Let cp: H + GL( V) be a faithful projective representation of H for V a k-space with char(k) # p.
Then
(1) dim,dV)>(q-11)/2; J (2) if H N I,,(q), a classical group in dimension n, then dim,(V) >, 2"-*.
ProoJ: This is an elementary consequence of the results of Landazuri and Seitz [14] . (6.2) There is a constant cj such that adeg(Z,(q)) > n -1 for a classical group Z,,(q) in dimension n > c3. (Thus adeg(l,(q)) is n -1 or n,) ProoJ: (6.1) and Steinberg [19] . There is a function f and a constant c4 such that H is generated by at most c4n conjugates of g whenever n > f (d).
P. Hewitt has kindly provided a complete proof of a result stronger then the present one. We give the ideas of the proof. We first locate a natural root element x (a transvection except in the orthogonal case where x is a Siegel element) which does not commute with g. [g, x] is then a non-trivial product of two conjugates of g and also two conjugates of the root element x. A root element can now be expressed as a product of at most four conjugates of [g, x] and so eight conjugates of g. Now (see [12, 4. 91) H is generated by roughly n root elements. (In particular c4 can be taken as 8 + E, although the correct value for c4 is probably (l/d) + E). We may assume k is algebraically closed. As in (6.3) either we are in (i) or we may assume by [S] q = 2" is a power of 2, dim,(V) = 2", and H has a representation in Sp,, (2) . By (6.5) 2m >2a hence dim,( V) = 2" > 2" = q. Choose subgroups Gi of F, 1~ i < r, and elements xi E Gi -Gi-I with N 6 Gi such that Gi= (Gi-1, g"') and
where the ni are integers with n, = n > 31. That this can be done is guaranteed by results of Burgoyne, Griess, and Lyons [3] . We then have
In particular dim,[ V, G,] c (p" -1)/2. Therefore by (6.1) and (6.6) k has characteristic p.
STILL ANOTHER CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ALTERNATING GROUP
Schur proved (see [17] or [13, l.L.1, l.L.43) that a periodic finite dimensional linear group is locally finite and that in characteristic 0 such a group if simple must be finite. We extend these results to fmitary linear groups. THEOREM (7.1). Let G s FGL( V), V a k-space, with G periodic. Then G is locally finite.
Proof Let H be finitely generated and periodic in FGL( V). Let W = [V, H]; dim,(W) < cc by assumption. The action of H on W induces a homomorphism cp: H + GL( W) with q(H) periodic hence locally finite by Schur's theorem [13, l.L.11. ker cp is contained in the stabilizer S in FGL( V) of the subspace chain 0 < W < V, and so is unipotent. If char(k) = 0, then S is torsion-free and ker cp = 1, giving the result. If char(k) = p > 0, then S is abelian of exponent p. In this case ker cp is locally finite, so H is as well [ 13, l.A.21. This proves (7.1). THEOREM (7.2) . Let H be a locally Jinite group contained in FGL( V), V a k-space. Assume that G = H/K is an infinite, simple quotient of H which has a sectional cover A with F/N classical for each (F, N) E A. Then either In case (i) we have adeg(G) < co (as in (2.6)); so we may assume that C satisfies (ii).
Choose (F, N) E E, and let L = F/N 1: Z,(q), where q is a power of the prime p. Note that by (6.2) n > m. We wish to prove that k has characteristic p. Assume for a contradiction that k does not have characteristic p. On the other hand, by (6.4) E is generated by at most c4n conjugates of g and so dim,[ V, D] < c,nd < c4n2.
We find c4n2 >,,k4 which is not the case. This gives the desired contradiction. THEOREM (7.3) . Let H be a locally finite group contained in FGL(V), V a k-space and k of characteristic 0. Zf G = HjK is an infinite simple group, then G N Alt(Q) for some set 8.
Proof
By (2.6) G has a sectional cover Z such that one of the following occurs:
(i) adeg(G) < GO; (ii) F/N is alternating for each (F, N) E 2; (iii) F/N is classical for each (F, N) E z. By (2.8) and (6.7) case (i) cannot occur in characteristic 0. By (7.2) case (iii) cannot occur in characteristic 0. By (5.3) case (ii) yields G N Alt(S2) for some infinite 52.
Theorem 1 of the Introduction
is an immediate consequence of Theorem (7.3).
FINITARY REPRESENTATIONS OF THE ALTERNATING GROUPS
Until now we have been mainly concerned with characterizing Alt(lR) among finitary linear groups. We now close our discussion with a description of certain of the tinitary properties of Alt(Q). The first theorem can be extracted from the proofs of Theorems (5.1) and (7.2). It can also be given an elementary proof using only (4.5). This theorem says roughly that any simple sectional cover of Alt(Q) is in fact a doctored version of one of the natural local systems of alternating subgroups.
Our final theorem describes all tinitary actions of an infinite alternating group. THEOREM (8.2) . Let G< FGL(V), V a k-space, with G N Alt(Q), for infinite 0. Then as kG-module, [V, G] is isomorphic to a direct sum of finitely many copies of V(kQ). Thus for all p B 1 we may change our decomposition of V as G,-module so that Vi < Vy. Similarly we may assume that [ V", GM] = V; for each i= 1, . . . . kl. In particular rP = rl = r, say, is constant for all paA.
Setting Vi = lJ, a 1 Vy, for i = 1, . . . . r, we see that Vi is a G-submodule of V because {G, 1 p 2 A} is a local system for G. We have [V, G] = 0 CI = 1 vi .
Let 2 <CL. The standard dot product on kQ, induces a symmetric bilinear or symplectic form on VT which is non-degenerate by (ii). The restriction of this form to V: is also non-degenerate. Thus the inclusion i"? Vf + Vy has an associated natural injection i$": GL( Vf) + GL( V;) which makes the following diagram commute:
I I GL( V;) 'C" * GL( Vy)
In particular the action of G, on V, is determined entirely by its action on Vt. We conclude that Vi N h,,( Vf, i"") N V(kSZ), as required for (8.2).
We remark that in (8.2) V need not be the direct sum of [V, G] and C,(G). Indeed in its natural action on V= kR, G has [V, G] =E(kB) (viewing kf2 as naturally embedded in kR), and kR does not split over E(kQ) unless 1521 < co and char(k) = 0 or char(k) does not divide IQ1 (see (4. 3)(l)).
